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Abstract

FIFO Cache Analysis for WCET Estimation: A
Quantitative Approach

Xinping Yang

Although most previous work in cache analysis for WCET estimation assumes the
LRU (Latest Recently Used) replacement policy, in practice more processors use
simpler non-LRU policies for lower cost, power consumption and thermal output.
This paper focuses on the analysis of FIFO (First In First Out), one of the most widely
used cache replacement policies. Previous analysis techniques for FIFO caches are
based on the same framework as for LRU caches using qualitative
always-hit/always-miss classifications. This approach, though it works well for LRU
caches, is not suitable to analyze FIFO and usually leads to poor WCET estimation
quality. In this paper, we propose a quantitative approach for FIFO cache analysis.
Roughly speaking, the proposed quantitative analysis derives an upper bound on the
"miss ratio" of an instruction (set), which can better capture the FIFO cache behavior
and support more accurate WCET estimations. Experiments with benchmarks show
that our proposed quantitative FIFO analysis can drastically improve the WCET
estimation accuracy over previous techniques (the average overestimation ratio is
reduced from around 178% to 6.5% under typical setting).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the thesis

A fundamental problem in the design and analysis of hard real-time systems
is to bound the worst-case execution time (WCET) of programs [1]. To
derive safe and tight WCET bounds, the analysis must take into account
the cache architecture of the target processor. The actual execution time
depends on the architectural state in which the instruction is executed, i.e.
the contents of the caches, the occupancy of the pipeline units. However,
the cache analysis problem of statically determining whether each memory
access is a hit or a miss is a challenging problem.

In the last two decades, precise and e�cient analysis techniques have been
developed for caches with a particular replacement policy, LRU. In contrast,
much less work has been done for other policies like MRU [2], FIFO [3] and
PLRU [4]. However, in practice it is more common for commercial processors
to use non-LRU caches, which are simpler in hardware implementation but
still have almost as good average-case performance as LRU [5]. Therefore,
hardware manufacturers tend to choose these non-LRU policies, especially
for embedded processors that are subject to strict cost, power and thermal
constraints.

This paper studies the analysis of FIFO, a cache replacement policy that
is widely adopted in processor architectures like Intel XScale, ARM9 and
ARM11 [6]. The FIFO policy is very simple, but analyzing it is hard [3]. The
state-of-the-art cache analysis techniques for WCET estimation is based on
qualitative memory access classi�cations: to determine whether the memory
accesses related to a particular instruction are always hits or always misses.
Such an approach is highly e�ective for LRU caches since most instructions
under LRU indeed exhibit such a �black or white � behavior. However, as
will be shown in this paper, many instructions under FIFO exhibit a more
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nuanced behavior: a portion of the accesses are misses while all the other
accesses are hits (e.g., at most 1/3 of the accesses are misses). By exist-
ing analysis techniques based on the qualitative classi�cation, such behavior
has to be treated as if these accesses are all misses, which inherently leads
to very pessimistic analysis results. Recently, Grund and Reineke have de-
veloped FIFO analysis techniques based on the qualitative classi�cation [3],
[7]. Although their techniques are rather sophisticated, the derived WCET
bounds are still grossly over-pessimistic (as shown in Chapter 5).

In this paper we propose a quantitative approach to analysis FIFO caches,
by which we can better capture the FIFO cache behavior and thus obtain
much tighter WCET bounds for common programs. The proposed analysis
derives an upper bound on the number of misses an instruction (set) may
encounter through the whole program execution. As an e�cient implemen-
tation, we use the cache analysis results of the same program under LRU
replacement to derive the quantitative miss bound under FIFO replacement.
Therefore, our technique inherits the advantages in e�ciency and precision
from the state-of-the-art LRU analysis techniques based on abstract inter-
pretation [8].

The proposed analysis is based on a general metric miss distance of the
underlying cache, and thus applies to any replacement policy as long as the
miss distance of the underlying cache is known. The miss distance metric
also enables an e�cient persistence analysis to determine instructions that
only encounter a cold miss but will always be hits afterwards, which further
improves the overall analysis precision. We have conducted experiments with
benchmark programs on instruction caches to evaluate the quality of our pro-
posed analysis. Experiments show that the estimated WCET by our FIFO
analysis is much tighter than previous techniques (the average overestima-
tion ratio is reduced from around 178%to 6.5% under typical setting), while
still maintaining good analysis e�ciency.

1.2 Background

An embedded system is a computer system completely embedded within
the device, and designed for a speci�c application dedicated computer sys-
tem, often with real time constraints. Embedded systems are widespread in
consumer, industrial, commercial and military applications, such as Mp4,
Aerospace variation, air tra�c control, medical monitoring and military
equipment. Because they are as a part of the devices, and often require
real time interaction with the outside world, real time constraints play a key
role on them. For example, consider an auto-mobile security subsystem, the
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correctness of embedded real time systems not only depends on the correct
calculated result of the systems, but also ensures the calculation time of the
result to meet the systems' requirements. This requires the systems to en-
sure the external events response in a predictable period. If the time does
not meet these requirements, it could cause the system to fail or disastrous
consequences, even if the calculations are correct.

In order to build reliable real-time systems, it is necessary to know the
worst case execution time (WCET) of the procedures in advance. This makes
WCET estimation become an important research �eld in real-time system,
and WCET for real time analysis become a research hot spot in the last
two decades. In order to meet the timing requirements of real-time sys-
tems, the system must know the time of the execution of a program in the
worst-case, so WCET is one of the most important parameters to measure
timeliness of a real-time system. Many applications have the requirement
of WCET estimation, like system scheduling and calculable detection. Most
of the scheduling algorithm and schedule analysis algorithms need to know
the WCET of the tasks in advance. Usually, the tasks are implemented by a
set of programs which are periodically or sporadically executed on a shared
hardware platform. The scheduling analysis will consider all possible execu-
tion orders of the programs to guarantee the timeliness of each task. Another
application is that WCET analysis can be used to help system designers to
select equipment. According to the running applications' WCET values on
di�erent hardware platforms, the system designers are able to determine the
most reasonable hardware con�guration to meet the system performance re-
quirements.

Di�erent kinds of time analyses are being used today. Dynamic measure-
ment, static analysis and hybrid methods are the most prominent.

• Dynamic measurement methods directly measure the execution time of
the program on the target platform. Currently used methods are ran-
dom methods, evolutionary methods [9] and statistical methods [10].
Random methods allowed chosing arbitrary programs as input and
measuring the execution time of the program. Evolutionary method
studies the WCET use-case in the input domain and takes the max-
imum execution time of the program as optimization criterion. Sta-
tistical method is based on a large number of measurement results
(program execution time), using extreme statistical methods to infer
WCET of the program.

• Static analysis methods estimate the program WCET by the �ow of
information of the program and the property of the processor. How-
ever, due to the complex program �ow and the complex characteristics
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of modern processors, the corresponding static analysis and calcula-
tion also becomes very complicated. But static program methods can
ensure the obtained results to be safe, so that it might become the
mainstream technology for WCET analysis study. The WCET static
analysis method will be detailed described in chapter 3.

• Hybrid method combines the static analysis and dynamic measure-
ment. One hybrid method to get the static analysis WCET is based
on measure program fragments [11],[12], such as basic block; another
hybrid method is the dynamic measurement based on static analy-
sis [13],[14]. For example, it �nds all the possible paths which cause
WCET at �rst, then measures the WCET on the path.

Dynamic measurement method is di�cult to obtain the WCET of the pro-
gram accurately; this makes it hard to obtain the real executing time value
on the worst case, so an obtained WCET value is often below the real WCET
value. Static analysis can overcome these di�culties in dynamic measure-
ment; it does not need to run the program, and it can get both of the WCET
for the task and the code fragment program. But static analysis methods
often overestimate the WCET of the program. Our WCET analysis is also
focus on static analysis, the later mentioned WCET are default looked as
static cache analysis.

Research status and the problems

WCET analysis gradually gets the attention of the academic community
since Klingerman and Stoyenko [15] have published the �rst WCET litera-
ture. There are some famous institutions, such as Saarbrucken University in
Germany, Florida State University in the United States, Princeton Univer-
sity, the Technical University of Vienna, Malardalen University in Sweden,
University of York UK. In the current industry, at least three WCET analysis
tools have been put into the industrial market, including aiT [16], Bound-T
[17] and RapiTime [14]. aiT is used in the aeronautics and automotive in-
dustries and can obtain precise bounds for the execution times of real-time
programs. Bound-T and RapiTime can also obtain the precise upper bound
WCET for a determined program.

WCET analysis has made great achievements, but there are still a lot of
problems to be solved:

• WCET analysis of the degree of automation. Most of the existing
WCET analysis tools require manual intervention.

• To improve the accuracy of the WCET analysis. Precise WCET anal-
ysis conserves system resource. Although the precision of analysis has
been constantly improved, more accurate WCET analysis is always a
goal in academic research.
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• WCET analysis for a combination of new processor features or char-
acteristics. As the advance of the new technology, the new processor
features will emerge, this put forward new demands for WCET analy-
sis.

1.3 Related Work

Most previous work on cache analysis for static WCET estimation focuses
on the LRU replacement policy. Li et. al. [18], [19] use integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) approaches to predict cache behavior by formulating an ILP
problem. There are serious scalability problems due to the time complex-
ity of ILP, and cannot handle realistic programs on modern processors. A
technique called static cache simulation is proposed by Mueller et. al. [20].
It calculates the instructions that may be in the cache at entry and exit of
each basic block iteratively, until the collective cache state reaches a �xed
point, and categorizes the caching behavior of each instruction by using this
information.

The establishing of a WCET estimation framework, which is separated
abstract interpretation (AI) and path analysis by implicit path enumeration
technique (IPET) [8] is a milestone in the research of static WCET estima-
tion. To get both high e�ciency and good precision for LRU caches, the
AI-based cache analysis uses Must, May and Persistence analyses to catego-
rize the caching behavior of each instruction. The IPET-based path analysis
uses the cache behavior classi�cation to derive a delay invariant for each
instruction and encodes the WCET calculation problem in into ILP formu-
lation. Such a framework forms the common foundation for later research in
cache analysis for WCET estimation. For example, it has been re�ned and
extended to deal with nested loops [21], data caches [22], [23], [24], multi-
level caches [25], [26], shared caches [27], [28] and cache-related preemption
delay [29], [30], [31].

In general, few works has been done for non-LRU caches. Although some
important progress have been made in the analysis of policies like FIFO [3]
[7], PLRU [32] and MRU [33], these analyses are much less precise than LRU
analysis.

Jan Reineke et al. [34], [6], [35], [36] have conducted a series of fun-
damental studies on predictability properties of di�erent cache replacement
policies. [6] de�nes several predictability metrics, regarding the minimal
number of di�erent memory blocks that are needed to (i) completely clear
the original cache content (evict), (ii) reach a completely known cache state
(�ll), (iii) evict a block that has just been accessed (mls). [35] Studies the
sensitivity of di�erent cache replacement policies, which expresses to what
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extent the initial state of the cache may in�uence the number of cache hits
and misses during program execution. According to all the above metrics,
LRU appears signi�cantly more predictable than other policies like MRU,
FIFO and PLRU. [34] Considers the relative competitiveness between di�er-
ent policies by providing upper (lower) bounds of the ratio on the number
of misses (hits) between two di�erent replacement policies during the whole
program execution. By such information, one can use the cache analysis
result under one replacement policy to predict the number of cache misses
(hits) of the program under another policy. This approach di�ers from our
proposed quantitative cache analysis in several ways: Firstly, while the rel-
ative competitiveness approach provides bounds on the number of misses
of the whole program, our quantitative cache analysis bounds the number
of misses at individual program points. Secondly, while the relative com-
petitiveness computation su�ers scalability problems and thus do not cover
cases for the caches which have high associations, our analysis can e�ciently
deal with large caches. Thirdly, the miss (hit) bounds derived by the rel-
ative competitiveness is universal to all programs and thus is much more
pessimistic than our quantitative cache analysis in analyzing a concrete pro-
gram. Another closely related work to this paper is [33], which analyzed
MRU caches based on the k-Miss classi�cation (at most k of an instruction's
memory accesses are misses). Unfortunately, the k-Miss classi�cation is not
suitable to FIFO cache, so in this paper we have to seek more general forms
of guarantees. On the other hand, the quantitative analysis in this paper
involves complex constraints (regarding multiple nodes and structure infor-
mation of the CFG), which introduces new di�culties in IPET [37] encoding
for path analysis.

1.4 Contributions and Structure of the Thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is we propose a quantitative approach
for FIFO cache analysis. It can better capture the FIFO cache behavior
and drastically improve the WCET accuracy estimations. Experiments with
benchmarks show that our proposed quantitative FIFO analysis can drasti-
cally improve the WCET estimation accuracy over previous techniques (the
average overestimation ratio is reduced from around 178% to 6.5% under
typical setting).

Structure of the thesis In Chapters 2, we present the fundamentals on
the method of investigation, i.e. basic concepts and the simple introduction
of LRU and FIFO policy. Chapter 3 gives a review for LRU and FIFO
cache analysis. The main Chapters 4 we present cache analyses for the new
FIFO replacement policies, respectively. Chapter 5 we present Experimental
Evaluation to evaluate the precision of our proposed FIFO analysis and the
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predictability comparison between Daniel Grund and Jan Reineke's and ours.
We close with Chapter 6, show the test result of benchmarks for our FIFO
and future work, and provide conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to Caches and

Cache Replacement Policies

2.1 Basic Concepts

A cache can be characterized by three major parameters: capacity is the
number of bytes it may contain. Line size is the number of contiguous bytes
that are transferred from memory on a cache miss. Association is the number
of cache locations where a particular block may reside. If a block can reside
in any cache location, then the cache is called fully associative. If a block can
reside in exactly set locations, then the cache is called set-associative cache.
For simplicity of presentation, we assume a fully-associative cache. However,
the analysis techniques of this paper are directly applicable to set-associative
caches, since the accesses to memory references mapped to di�erent cache
sets do not a�ect each other, and each cache set can be treated as a fully-
associative cache and analyzed independently. The memory content that �ts
into one cache line is called a block.

Since this work focuses on the cache behavior, we do not consider the
timing e�ect of other components in the processor (e.g., pipeline and memory
controller), but assume the execution delay of each instruction only di�ers
depending on whether the cache access is a hit or a miss.

The program can be represented by a control-�ow-graph (CFG) G =
(B,E, bst), where B = {b1, b2, · · · } the set of nodes, and E = {e1, e2, · · · } is
the set of directed edges. A loop L in the CFG is a strongly connected sub-
graph of G. bst is the unique starting basic block of the CFG. Note that here
we only provide a simple de�nition of the CFG and loops since the proposed
cache analysis does not rely on any particular CFG or loop structure. The
instructions in the programs are fetched from the instruction cache. The
types of instrctions are the same as SimpleScaler architecture [38]. For ex-
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ample, control instruction, jump (j); load/store instruction, load word (lw);
integer arithmetic instruction, integer add (add) and so on. In Chapter 4 we
will rede�ne these de�nitions for the presentation of path analysis.

At runtime, when (a node of) the program accesses a block, the proces-
sor �rst checks whether the block is in the cache. If yes, it is a hit, and the
program directly accesses this block from the cache. Otherwise, it is a miss,
and this block is �rst installed in the cache before the program accesses it.

A block occupies only one cache line regardless how many times it is ac-
cessed. So the number of di�erent blocks in an access sequence is important
to the cache behavior. We use the following concept to re�ect this:

De�nition 2.1 (Stack Length). The stack length of an access sequence
corresponding to a path p in the CFG, denoted by π (p), is the number of
di�erent blocks accessed along p.

The access sequence is a sequence of CPU instructions which access the
cache by following a path p in the CFG . For example, the stack length of
access sequence a → b → c → a → b is 3, since only a, b and c are
accessed.

2.2 LRU Replacement

The LRU replacement policy always stores the most recently accessed mem-
ory block in the �rst cache line. When the program accesses a memory block
s, if s is not in the cache (miss), then all the memory blocks in the cache
will be shifted one position to the next cache line (the memory block in the
last cache line is removed from the cache), and s is installed to the �rst cache
line. If s is in the cache already (hit), then s is moved to the �rst cache line
and all memory blocks that were stored before s and s′ old position will be
shifted one position to the next cache line. Figure 2.1 illustrates the update

Figure 2.1: Illustration of LRU and FIFO replacement

upon an access to memory block s in an LRU and FIFO cache of 4 lines. In
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the �gure, the uppermost block represents the �rst (lowest-index) cache line
and the lowermost block is the last (highest-index) one. A metric de�ned in
[6] to evaluate the predictability of a replacement policy is the minimal-life-
span (mls), the minimal number of di�erent memory blocks required to evict
a just visited memory block out of the cache (not counting the access that
brought the just visited memory block into the cache). It is known that in [6].

Lemma 2.1 The mls of LRU is L.

L is the number of lines in the cache. The mls metric can be directly used
to determine cache hits/misses for a memory access sequence: if the stack
length of the sequence between two successive accesses to the same memory
block is smaller than mls, then the later access must be a hit. For example,
for a memory access sequence a → b → c → c → d → a → e → b
on a 4-way LRU cache, we can easily conclude that the second access to
memory block a is a hit since the sequence between two accesses to a is
b → c → c → d, which has stack length 3. The second access to b is a
miss since the stack length of the sequence c → c → d → a → e is 4.
Clearly, replacement policies with larger mls are preferable, and the upper
bound of mls is L.

2.3 FIFO Replacement

The FIFO replacement policy stores the accessed memory block by the rule
with the �rst coming �rst out. When the program accesses a memory block
s, if s is not in the cache (miss), then all the memory blocks in the cache set
will be shifted one position to the next cache line, the memory block in the
last cache line will remove from the cache set, and the memory block s will
be installed to the �rst cache line. If s is in the cache set already (hit), there
is nothing to update for the cache set. In �gure 2.1, the �rst δ is a miss, all
the memory blocks will move one position to bottom, the bottom line d will
evict from the cache set. The second δ is a hit, all the cache set will stay the
same as before. In FIFO caches, because the character of a cache hit does
not change the constancy of the cache set, it is harder to predict the cache
behavior. Such a behavior results in a di�erent mls [6].

Lemma 2.2 The mls of FIFO is 1.
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Figure 2.2: An example illustrating the mls of FIFO is 1

The example in Figure 2.2 illustrates this lemma, where only one block e
is enough to evict a just-visited memory block s. Extends this example to
arbitrarily many cache line, we only need one memory block to evict s.
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Chapter 3

A Review of the Analysis for

LRU and FIFO

3.1 Abstract Interpretation

Abstract Interpretation was proposed by P.Counsot and R. Cousot(1977),
and it is widely used in program analysis. It performs program computa-
tions by abstract values instead of the concrete values. This Section we only
present some part of abstract interpretation, which is relevant for our appli-
cations simply. We start in Section 3.1.1 by giving the basic de�nitions from
lattice theory. Section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 introduce the collecting semantics and
abstract semantics respectively. Section 3.4 shows how the establish sound-
ness can be established. Finally, Section 3.1.4 presents the Maximal �xed
point solution theorem to approximate compute the abstract semantics.

3.1.1 Partial Orders and Lattices

De�nition 3.1 (Partial order). Let P be a set. The partial order on P rep-
resents a binary relation on P , if it is re�exive, antisymmetric and transitive.

For example, x, y, z ∈ P, If 1). x ⊆ x ; 2). x ⊆ y and y ⊆ x implies
x = y ; 3). x ⊆ y and y ⊆ z implies x ⊆ z. The set P with a partial
order (P, ⊆) can be called partially ordered set.

De�nition 3.2 (Lattice, Complete lattice). Let(P, ⊆) be a non-empty par-
tially ordered set. S is a set.

(i) If x ∪ y and y ∩ x exist for all x, y ∈ p, the P is called a lattice.
(ii) If t S and u S exist for all S ⊆ P , then P is called a complete lattice.

∪ and ∩ are the intersection and union operations. t S denotes the least
upper bound of S, u S is the greatest lower bound.

12



3.1.2 Collecting Semantics

The CFG = (B, E, bst) which we will be mentioned in Chapter 4 represents
a imperative program, the nodes B stand for the program statements, and
the edges E represent the possible control �ow. bst represents an unique start
node. We give a concrete function f : B → Dconc → Dconc to describe
the e�ect of a program statement b ∈ B on a concrete state bst ∈ Dconc,
then a path π = (b1, · · · , bk) in the control �ow graph can be de�ned by
the path semantics [π]coll.

De�nition 3.3 (Path semantics).

[π]coll :=

{
id if π is the empty path
[(b2, · · · , bk]coll ◦ f(b1) otherwise

(3.1)
The collecting semantics Coll maps program points to sets of states Dcoll =
2Dconc :

Coll : B → Dcoll (3.2)

Let Init be the set of all possible initial program states, i.e., all program
states that may occur before the execution of bst:

Coll(n) =
⊔

i∈Init

⊔
{[π]conc(i)|π is a path from s to n} (3.3)

The set Dcoll forms a complete lattice, i.e.the power-set lattice (Dcoll, ⊆
, ∪, ∩, ⊥coll, >coll) is a completed lattice, its partial order is set inclu-
sion, ⊆, the least upper bound with the set union, ∪, the greatest lower
bound with set intersection, ∩, ⊥coll = ∅ for the least element of Dcoll, and
>coll = 2Dconc for the greatest element.

The main idea of abstract interpretation is to use descriptions of sets of
values, but not the values themselves. The elements of a new abstract domain
Dabs describe the sets of states. Abstract interpretation describes abstract
states of the executing program with imcomputable collecting semantics lat-
tice. Each element of the abstract domain is de�ned by a concretization
function:

β : Dabs → Dcoll

And an abstraction function can describes the relation of a set of elements
from the concrete domain to the abstract domain:
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α : Dcoll → Dabs

3.1.3 Abstract Semantics

As similar to collecting semantics, the e�ect of program statements can be
computed by abstract semantics with a monotone abstract function f ′ :
B → Dabs → Dabs.

De�nition 3.4 (Abstract semantics).

[π]abs :=

{
id if π is the empty path
[(b2, · · · , bk]abs ◦ f ′(b1) otherwise

(3.4)
An abstract to the collecting path semantics and the program points to ele-
ments of the abstract domain is mapped by the abstract collecting semantics
Λ : B → Dabs:

Λ =
⊔
{[π]abs (abs(Init) | π is a path from bst to b} Again, the Init de-

notes the set of all possible initial program states. bst is the start node
and b is end node of the collecting path.

3.1.4 Establishing Soundness

Before to introduce the soundness of the abstraction interpretation, we will
give two de�nitions local consistency and adjoin. The local consistency de-
scribes a notion of approximation in the concrete and abstract domain.

De�nition 3.5 (Monotone). A function is monotone, if the function be-
tween orderd sets that preserves the given order.

It is easy to know that α and β are both partial order sets, so they are
both montone.

De�nition 3.6 (Local consistency). f and f ′ are locally consistent, if

∀x ∈ Dcoll : f(x) ⊆ β(f ′(α(x))). (3.5)

And P.Cousot and R.Cousot add the adjoint conditions on α and β.

De�nition 3.7 (Adjoint). α and β are strongly adjoint , if

∀x ∈ Dcoll : x ⊆ β(α(x))and (3.6)
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∀x ∈ Dabs : x = α(β(x)). (3.7)

If both α and β are monotone and strongly ad-joint, then a Galois inser-
tion can be de�ned between Dcoll and Dabs. In order to predict any state
of a program point at run-time by the analysis, the abstract interpretation
should be sound (i.e., the analysis should predict any state for each program
point at run-time). But abstract interpretation cannot exact to predict all
the states due to the undesirability problems, it usually will predict some
unreachable states at run-time, i.e., it is conservative. The precision which
is used to measure the quality of the computed information should be as
good as possible.
Theorem for soundness of program analyses is as follows:

Theorem 3.1 (Soundness of program analyses) Consider an abstract in-
terpretation satisfying:

• 〈 Dcoll, ⊆, ∪, ⊥coll〉 and 〈Dabs, ⊆, ∪, ⊥abs〉 are complete join semi lat-
tices;

• α and β are monotone and strong adjoint;

• the abstract operation f ′ is locally consistent with the concrete oper-
ation f .

Then, Coll ⊆ β(Λ). The proof soundness for analysis refer to P .cousot
and R. Cousot(1977). And the proof is illustrated by the following diagram:

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the soundness proof

3.1.5 Computing the Abstract Semantics

Due to the abstract collecting semantics Λ [39], an approximate algorithm,
which is called maximal �xed point solution (MFP ) [39] can be used in
data-�ow analysis.
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De�nition 3.7 (Maximal �xed point solution, MFP ).

Λ′ =

{
[bst]abs (α(Init)) if b = bst
[b]abs (

⊔
{Λ′(m)|m predecessor of b}) otherwise

(3.8)

The correctness of this approach has been shown in Kam and Ullman(1977),
Martin(1995). According to items 1-3 of Theorem 3.1, it guarantees the cor-
rectness of the analysis.

3.2 The analysis for LRU

As mentioned in Chapter 1, our quantitative FIFO analysis uses the analysis
results of the same program under LRU to infer the cache behavior under
FIFO. Thus, we provide a brief review of the state-of-the-art LRU cache
analysis technique.

WCET estimation with precise cache analysis su�ers from serious state
space explosion [8], so people resort to approximation techniques separating
path analysis based on IPET (Implicit Path Enumeration Techniques) and
cache analysis based on AI (Abstract Interpretation) for good scalability
[8]. Before AI analysis, the categorizations of memory references should be
de�ned: 1). always hit (AH), The memory reference will always result in a
cache hit; 2). always miss (AM), the memory reference will always result in
a cache miss; 3). persistent (FM), the �rst memory reference could neither
be classi�ed as AH nor AM . But the second and all further executions of the
memory reference will always result in a cache hit; 4). not classi�ed (NC),
the memory reference could neither be classi�ed as AH, AM nor FM. The
AI-based LRU cache analysis uses three �x-point analyses on the abstract
cache domain,

• Must analysis determines if the accesses of a node are always hits (AH);

• May analysis determines if the accesses of a node are always misses
(AM);

• Persistence analysis determines if a node will at most encounter a cold
miss and afterwards will be always-hit when the program executes
inside a particular loop; the classi�cation of such nodes is �rst-miss
(FM) regarding the corresponding loop.

If a node is not determined by any of the above analyses, then it is classi�ed as
not-classi�ed (NC). Under the problem model assumption of this paper, NC
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nodes are treated in the same way as AM in the path analysis to calculate
safe WCET bounds. We refer to the references [8],[40], [41], [42] for details
about these �x-point analyses.

3.3 The analysis for FIFO

3.3.1 Challenges when predicting hits

Because the mls of FIFO cache is lower than LRU cache, it poses additional
challenges for FIFO analysis. Bellow is one example to illustrate the chal-
lenge.

q1 = [⊥,⊥,⊥,⊥]
x−→
M

[x,⊥,⊥,⊥]
y−→
M

[y, x,⊥,⊥]
z−→
M

[z, y, x,⊥] = q′1

q2 = [x, a, y, z]
x−→
H

[x, a, y, z]
y−→
H

[x, a, y, z]
z−→
H

[x, a, y, z] = q′2

q3 = [a, b, c, x]
x−→
H

[a, b, c, x]
y−→
M

[y, a, b, c]
z−→
M

[z, y, a, b] = q′3

q4 = [a, b, y, c]
x−→
M

[x, a, b, y]
y−→
H

[x, a, b, y]
z−→
M

[z, x, a, b] = q′4

In the example, qi denotes the initial cache set, q′i denotes the cache
set, which is carried out on an access sequence on the initial cache set, H
denotes a cache hit, M denotes a cache miss. A same access sequence
s = < x, y, z > is carried out on di�erent cache set qi, although three
di�erent memory blocks are accessed, but some of the results of q′i do not
contain all of the accessed blocks. But for LRU policy, a k-way cache set
always contains k most recently used memory blocks, so {x, y, z} should be
cached after the accessed sequences s. Due to this di�erence, FIFO analysis
is hard to predict.

In order to overcome this challenge problem, Grund and Reineke pro-
posed two di�erent method to predict cache hits [3] [7]. In [3] they de�ne a
hit after miss domain which consider to predict hit after misses. Contin-
uely, they present a policy-independent cache analysis framework in which
any number of independent cache analysis can cooperate, so the must anal-
ysis can cooperate with may analysis, and it uses the hit after miss domain
to predict cache hits. To further precise predict cache hits, they propose
a FIFO analysis, which is based on phase detection [7]. It de�nes a phase
detection must domain in the must analysis which can predict a signi�cant
amount of cache hits without relying on may information. We will review of
this method in the next section.
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3.3.2 FIFO analysis by phase detection

The main contribution for Grund and Reineke's precise analysis is that they
propose a method, which is called phase detection to predict hit or miss for
FIFO cache analysis. We will introduce the phase detection in this section.

Lemma 3.1 Let b ∈ B, |A (b)| = n <= k (the access sequence b contains
at most k pair wise di�erent blocks). Then, for all cache sets q ∈ Qk and
q
′

: = UQk
(q, b):

A(b) ⊆ C(q
′
) ∨ C1(q

′
) ⊆ A(b) (3.9)

k is the association of the cache, q denotes the cache set, Qk denotes the
cache, UQk

(q, b) is the update state after the b access the cache. If all
the accesses are hits, all blocks were cache in q. All the blocks are still
cached after an update state, because the FIFO cache keep the same state
upon a hit. Otherwise, at least one miss must be happened. In this case,
the last in position of the q

′
contains a block due to miss happen in FIFO

cache(C1 ⊆ A(b)).

De�nition 3.8 (Phase) For a set of memory blocks B, a B-phase is an
access sequence b such that A (b) = B. The phase blocks of a B-phase are
the memory blocks in B. If |B| = |A (b)| = n, we say that s is of size n.

For example access sequence b = < a, b, b, a, c >, the size of b is 3, we
call this is {a, b, c}-phase.

Theorem 3.2 Let b ∈ B be a B-phase of size n <= k that can be
partitioned into j <= n B-phases, bi, i.e. b := b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bj . Then for each
q ∈ Qk, and q

′
:= UQk

(q, b):

It is similar to Lemma 3.1, the di�erence is that theorem 3.2 departs
the access sequence b into many sub sequences; each sub sequence can be
looked as a B-phase. With the multiple phases, if onlyhits in b, the cache
state will keep the same, it is the same as Lemma1. Otherwise, accumulate
in last-in positions by the number of departed phases, the access element at
accumulated last-in positions will belong to the coordinated B-phase.

[d, c, b, a]
〈a,b,e〉−−−−→ [ e︸︷︷︸

C1 ⊆ B

,d, b, c]
〈b,a,e〉−−−−→ [ a, e︸︷︷︸

C2 ⊆ B

,d, c]
〈a,b,e〉−−−−→ [ b, a, e︸ ︷︷ ︸

C3 ⊆ B

, d]

Above �g shows Theorem 3.2 to predict multiple phases. The access
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sequence b = 〈a, b, e, b, a, e, a, b, e〉, but it can depart to three sub se-
quence 〈a, b, e〉, 〈b, a, e〉 and 〈a, b, e〉, to predict the multiple phase, the
accumulated last-in positions will belong to the coordinated B-phase. For
the �rst 〈a, b, e〉 sequence, the accumulated last-in position is 1, so the last
position element e belong to B1-phase. The similar to 〈b, a, e〉 and 〈a, b, e〉
sequence. Due to this special property, FIFO must analysis can use it to pre-
dict cache hits. Assume that the association of the cache is K, n = 1 ... K,
the must analysis maintains:

• phase blocks Bn ∈ 2B;

• phase progress, to record the already accessed blocks in current phase,
Pn ∈ 2B;

• phase counter the phase counter, which is record the number of the
detected B-phases, pcn ∈ N

Phase blocks Bn are the n most-recently-used blocks, and also i ≤ j ,
Bi ⊆ Bj , so all the Bn can be encoded in a single LRU stack. And every
block Bi has the property: Pi ⊆ Bi, Pn can be encoded as �pointers� into the
stack. It can be predicted hits for each block by the condition pci = | Bi |,
if the accessing tag belong the Bi-phase. Must analysis perform multiple
analyses for di�erent Bn sets in parallel.

The main idea of the FIFO analysis is to partition the access sequence
into many phases, and then it uses the Theorem 3.2 to predict hits by the
condition pci = | Bi |. The analysis can be proceeded in three stages: At
�rst stage, it determined the phase blocks B, for the memory accesses can
be de�ned as B-phase. The second stage, the analysis try to detect |B| − 1
B-phases, it will increase the number phase progress, when it detects |B| B-
phases in total successfully, then it can continue to proceed at the third
stage. If the accessed block is not contained in B, it will restart from stage
one to determine the new phase, because such a block maybe evict any block
which is contained in the phase block. In the third stage, the analysis can
make use of the accumulated information for all the blocks. If the memory
accessing block is contained in the Bi-phase, the hits prediction condition of
each block Bi is issued as pci = | Bi |.
We amuse that the phase block is B = {x, y}, the process to detect the
single phase block is showed bellow:

From Table 3.1, the second and third y are not be detected as Hit, this
because the value of phase counter is less than the size of the phase block
| B | = 2. But the fourth y, the value of the phase counter is equal to
the size of the phase block, so it can be predicted as Hit. When the phase
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Table 3.1: Example for B = { x, y}

initial state x y y y x y

phase ∅ {x} {x, y} ∅ {y} {y} {y, x} ∅ {y}

pc 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

Hit No No No No No Y es

counter reach to the size of the phase block, it will restart to detect the
accessing blocks, like after the �rst y tag in the table, phase should be set
to empty set. Here we will only give a simple example to describe how the
phase detection works. The detail implemented algorithm for FIFO must
analysis described in [7].
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Chapter 4

The New Analysis of FIFO

4.1 A New Metric: Miss Distance

This section introduces a general metric miss distance, which will be useful
to establish the quantitative FIFO cache analysis in the next section. Before
formally introducing the miss distance, we �rst use the following example to
motivate why it is an interesting metric relevant to the timing predictability
of cache replacement policies.

We give a loop accessing K blocks and a K-way cache. Since the whole
loop can �t into the cache, there is a strong intuition to claim the property
that each node in the loop is FM regarding this loop. However, this is not
always true. It depends on the underlying replacement policy: it holds for
many policies including LRU, MRU and FIFO, but not for others including
PLRU [6]. As we mentioned the FIFO policy in Chapter 2, a block access
is a hit, it will not change the cache state, and a block access is a miss, it
will increase the age of the blocks in the cache set. Because there are only
K blocks in the loop, no matter what is the initial states of the cache set, it
happens at most four misses in the cache set regarding this loop; it cannot
evict the blocks out of the cache set. This property is attractive since it
enables a very e�cient Persistence analysis by only counting the number of
di�erent blocks accessed in a loop. Since a program typically spends most
of its execution time in loops, this property is highly relevant to the timing
analysis of the whole program. Therefore, it is interested to ask the following
questions: What is the essence for a cache replacement policy to have this
property? If it does not hold under a given policy, would it be true for a
smaller loop? If yes, what is the upper limit of the loop size? Unfortunately,
the existing cache replacement predictability metrics [6] cannot answer these
questions.
Now we formally introduce the new metric miss distance:
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De�nition 4.1 (Miss Distance). The miss distance of a cache is the minimal
number of di�erent blocks being accessed between any pair of consecutive
cache misses on the same block.

For example, amuse the initial state of the cache set are empty, an access
sequence of the same block are δ → a → b → δ → a → d → δ, the miss
distance is 4, the blocks cause consecutive cache misses are { δ, a, b, d}.

By examining the FIFO replacement rule, it is easy to know:

Lemma 4.1 The miss distance of a K-way FIFO cache is K.

Proof: A block is installed to the �rst cache line upon a miss, and other
K blocks need to be accessed to evict it. According to the rule of FIFO
policy,the miss distance is K for a K-way FIFO cache, and is the same as
K for LRU, MRU, but its is log2K + 1 for a K-way PLRU cache (proof
omitted). LRU, MRU and FIFO are optimal regarding this metric:

Lemma 4.2 The miss distance of a K-way cache with every replacement
policy is no larger than K.

Proof: Assume a K-way cache with miss distance K > K. Given a loop
accessing K di�erent blocks, by Lemma 3 each of these blocks only encoun-
ters a cold miss and then be always hits when the program iterates inside
the loop. However, this is impossible since a K-way cache cannot store more
than K blocks at the same time.
With this new metric, we can answer the above questions:

Lemma 4.3 Given a cache with miss distance X, and a loop L in which
the number of di�erent blocks is no larger than X. Any block in L encoun-
ters at most onemiss (the coldmiss) every time when the program executes
inside L.

Proof: Since the miss distance of the underlying cache is X, after the
cold miss of a block δ, at least X other di�erent blocks are needed for the
next miss on δ to happen. However, this is impossible when the program
executes inside the loop L since it does not contain enough blocks.

Thus we have obtained a very e�cient Persistence analysis: Given a
K-way FIFO (LRU, MRU) cache, if the total number of di�erent blocks ac-
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cessed in loop L is no larger than K, then all the nodes are FM regarding
L. Although the �rst access might be a hit regarding the cache initial state;
those nodes can also be approximate looked as FM . Similarly all the nodes
in a loop accessing at most log2K + 1 di�erent blocks are FM regarding
this loop on a K-way PLRU cache.

4.2 Quantitative FIFO analysis

The idea behind the quantitative FIFO cache analysis is fairly simple. Con-
sider the following access sequence:

δ → a → b → δ → c → d → δ → e → f → g → δ → h → i → δ

Suppose the underlying FIFO cache has 4 ways, then by Lemma 4.3 and
4.1 we know that for any pair of consecutive misses to δ there are at least 4
di�erent blocks accessed in between. In the above sequence, if the �rst access
to δ is a miss, and then the second one must be a hit since only 2 blocks
are accessed in between. By a simple calculation, one can see that at most
3 out of the total 5 accesses to δ are misses. If the underlying FIFO cache is
8-way, then there are at least two hits with δ between any two consecutive
misses with δ, and in total at most 2 accesses to δ are misses. For any mem-
ory access sequence, it is not di�cult to calculate an upper bound on the
misses for each block. However, there are in�nitely many paths in the CFG
and it is infeasible to do the above analysis for each individual path. In the
following, we will show how to do the quantitative analysis in the context
of the CFG structure, and in the next section the analysis result will be
integrated into the IPET framework to e�ciently calculate a WCET bound
of the whole program. First de�ne the maximal stack distance between two
nodes accessing the same block in the scope of a certain loop:

De�nition 4.2 (Maximal Stack Distance). Let ni and nj be nodes in loop L
accessing the same block δ (ni and nj may be the same node). The maximal
stack distance from ni to nj regarding loop L, denoted by ΠL(ni, nj), is
de�ned as:

ΠL(ni, nj) =

{
max{π(p)|p ∈ P (ni, nj)} if P (ni, nj) 6= ∅
0 otherwise

(4.1)

where PL(ni, nj) is the set of paths satisfying:

• All nodes along the path are included in loop L;
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• ni, (nj) is the �rst (last) node of the path;

• No other nodes in the path, besides ni and nj , access δ.

Figure 4.1: A CFG example. The letter inside each circle
denotes the block accessed by this node.

Fig 4.1 illustrates the maximal stack related to block δ with an in-
ner loop Lin and an outer loop Lout respectively. For example, we have
ΠLin(n6, n6) = 3 since the �longest� path from n6 back to n6 in the
scope of Lin accesses 3 di�erent blocks (n6 → n3 → n5 → n6), while
ΠLin(n6, n6) = 6 since the �longest� path in the scope of Lout accesses 6 dif-
ferent blocks (n6 → n9 → n2 → n7 → n9 → n2 → n3 → n5 → n6).

Lemma 4.4 We give a cache with miss distance K. Let 4 be the set
of nodes in a loop L accessing block δ, and it holds

∀ni, nj ∈ 4 : ΠL(ni, nj) ≤ ` (4.2)

where ` is a positive integer no larger than K. Then the total number of
misses caused by nodes in 4 is bounded by:

bγ.xc+ y (4.3)

where γ = 1/(1 + b(K − 1)/(` − 1)c), x is the total number of executions
of nodes in 4 and y is the total number of times the program enters loop L
during the whole program execution.

Proof: The �rst step is to prove there are at least b(K − 1)/(`− 1)c hits
by nodes in 4 between any pair of consecutive misses by nodes in 4. Since
the miss distance of the underlying cache is K, after a miss of δ, at least K
di�erent blocks need to be accessed in order to evict δ from the cache. In
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other words, all the accesses to δ are hits as long as the number di�erent
blocks have been accessed after the �rst miss to δ does not exceed K − 1.
By (1) we know that when the program executes inside loop L, the number
of di�erent blocks accessed between any two consecutive accesses to δ (not
including δ) is at most ` − 1. So δ will be accessed at least b(K−1)/(`−1)c
times before it is evicted from the cache.

The program enters loop L for y times. We use xm(1 ≤ m ≤ y) to denote
how many times δ is accessed when the program for the mth time enters and
executes inside L. Above, we have proved there are at least b(K−1)/(`−1)c
hits by nodes in 4 between any pair of consecutive misses by nodes in 4,
so the total number of misses among these xm accesses to δ can be bounded
by:

1 + bxm/(1 + b(K − 1)/(`− 1)c)c (4.4)

Summing up this for each xm we get an upper bound on the total number
of misses by nodes in 4:

y +

y∑
i=1

bxm/(1 + b(K − 1)/(`− 1)c)c (4.5)

By the general inequality property bac c+ b bcc ≤ b
a+b
c c and

∑y
i=1 xm = x,

the above expression is bounded by (2).

Intuitively speaking, Lemma 4.4 implies a �ratio� γ of the misses over
all the accesses by a set of nodes when the program iterates inside a loop.
We call such a node set a γ-sets regarding L. Note that a node may be in-
cluded by several γ-set regarding di�erent loops and di�erent γ values. For
example, suppose the CFG in Fig 4.1 is executed with a cache of miss dis-
tance 8, then n6 is included in a singleton 1

4 -set regarding Lin(γ = 1/(1 +
b(8 − 1)/(3 − 1)c) = 1/4), as well as a 1

2 -set {n6, n8} regarding Lout(γ =
1/(1 + b(8− 1)/(6− 1)c) = 1/2).

To use Lemma 4.4, one needs to compute the maximal stack distance
ΠL(). In general, the time complexity of computing ΠL() is at least exponen-
tial regarding the number of cache ways1, so we need e�cient approximation
to handle real-life-size problems. Actually, computing ΠL() is exactly the
essential problem to solve in the analysis of LRU caches. Therefore, we can
use the over-approximate AI-based LRU analysis introduced in Section II-C
to e�ciently bound ΠL().

1This can be shown by a reduction from the well-know 3-SAT problem
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Lemma 4.5 Given a `-way LRU cache. Let 4 be the set of nodes in a
loop L accessing block δ. If all the nodes in 4 are classi�ed as AH or FM
regarding L by any safe analysis, then it must hold:

∀ni, nj ∈ 4 : ΠL(ni, nj) ≤ ` (4.6)

Proof: Prove by contradiction. Assume two nodes ni and nj in S have
ΠL(ni, nj) > `. Then by the de�nition of ΠL(ni, nj) there is at least one
path from ni to nj inside L has stack length larger than `. Now suppose this
particular path is always taken when the program iterates inside the loop,
then nj will always encounter misses. This contradicts that a safe analysis
claims that nj is miss for at most once when the program executes inside
this loop. Now combining Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.4 and 4.5, we obtain the
main result of this section:

Theorem 4.1 Let 4 be the set of nodes in a loop L accessing block δ.
If all the nodes in 4 are classi�ed as AH or FM regarding L by a safe analy-
sis on a `-way LRU cache, then the total number of misses caused by nodes
in 4 on a K-way FIFO cache is bounded by:

bγ · xc+ y (4.7)

where γ = 1/(1 + b(K − 1)/(`− 1)c)c), x is the total number of executions
of nodes in 4 and y is the total number of times the program enters loop L
during the whole program execution. The association K has been con�gured
by the processor, so x, ` will a�ect the �ratio � γ. According to our �ratio
� γ, the prediction will be pessimistic, when the Maximal Stack Distance
of the loop L is bigger and x is smaller. But it will be better, when the
loop bound is larger (the value of x will be larger), and the maximal stack
distance is smaller. The results of the prediction depend on the structure of
the loop L and the con�guration of the cache.

Since γ is non-decreasing with respect to `, we want to �nd the minimal
` such that all nodes in 4 are classi�ed as AH or FM regarding L under
LRU in order to minimize the � `miss ratio �. To do this, we only need to
conduct the LRU cache analysis once with a K-way cache actually. This is
because the Must and Persistence analysis for LRU maintains the informa-
tion about the maximal age of a block at certain point in the CFG (when
the program executes in a certain loop), which can be directly transferred to
the analysis result with any LRU cache of size smaller than K. For example,
suppose in the Must analysis with a 8-way LRU cache, a block d has max-
imal age of 4 before the execution of a node accessing d, then by the Must
analysis with a 4-way LRU cache this node will be classi�ed as AH. We will
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not recite the LRU Must and Persistence analysis details; neither explain
how the age information is maintained in the analysis procedure. Interested
readers can �nd details in the references [40], [41],[42].

4.3 Computation of WCET Bounds

In this section we introduce how to integrate the quantitative FIFO cache
analysis results from the last section into IPET to e�ciently compute a
WCET bound of the analyzed program. First rede�ne the CFG on the basis
of basic blocks:

De�nition 4.3 (CFG). A CFG is a tuple G = (B,E, bst):

• B = {b1, b2, · · · } is the set of basic blocks in the CFG;

• E = {e1, e2, · · · } is the set of directed edges connecting the basic
blocks in the CFG;

• bst ∈ B is the unique starting basic block of the CFG.

As a common restriction in structured programming [43], we assume each
loop contains a single head basic block, and the program can jump into the
loop by reaching the head basic block via some entry edges. The loop bound
restricts the maximal times the loop iterates every time the program enters
it. The head basic block tests whether the loop condition is satis�ed. If yes,
the program continues to execute the body basic blocks, which are the basic
blocks in the loop excluding the head basic block, otherwise the program
exists the loop. Formally, a loop is de�ned as:

De�nition 4.4 (Loop). A loop in the CFG is a tuple Ll = (entrl, headl, bodyl, Ipbl)
with:

• entrl: the set of entry edges of the loop;

• headl: the head basic block of the loop;

• bodyl: the set of all body basic blocks of the loop;

• Ipbl: the loop bound.

The overall FIFO cache analysis results can be summarized as follows: AH
nodes decided by the Must analysis in [3],[7], FM nodes (regarding some
loop) decided according to Lemma 4.3 and γ-sets (regarding some loop) de-
termined by Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.3 by comparing the miss distances of
the nodes to the association of the cache to decide the FM classi�cation.
Finally, the nodes that do not belong to any of the above classi�cation are
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treated as AM . Note that if a node ni is FM regarding loop L, the num-
ber of misses caused by ni is bounded by the number of times the program
enters this loop, so {ni} can be viewed as a special case of γ-sets with γ =
0 (the bound (2) becomes y+ b0 · xc = y). For simplicity of presentation, in
the following we use term γ-set to include both the original ones derived by
Theorem 4.1 and the FM singleton sets with γ = 0.

The standard IPET for WCET computation with LRU caches uses is en-
coded as an ILP (Integer Linear Programming) problem. Since our FIFO
cache analysis results involve non-integers (miss ratio γ), we encode the IPET
for FIFO cache as an MILP (Mixed-Integer Linear Programming) problem.
The constants used in MILP formulation include Ch(the execution delay of
each node upon a cache hit), Cm(the execution delay of each node upon a
cache miss) and the miss ratio γ for each γ-set. The formulation uses the
following non-negative variables:

• ca: for each ba, ca is ba's total execution cost,

• xa: for each ba, ca is the execution count of ba,

• yi: for each edge ej , yj counts how many times this edge is taken during
the whole execution,

• zi: for each node ni included in some γ-set, zi counts how many times
ni executes as cache misses.

The following maximization object is a safe WCET bound of the analyzed
program:

Maximize

∑
all ba

ca

 . (4.8)

The following constraints are respected to bound the object.

Cost Constraints: The overall delay of an AH (AM) node ni in ba is sim-
ply Ch · xa(Cm · xa). The remaining nodes are the ones included in some
γ-set (including FM nodes as stated above). For each of such nodes ni,
we use a variables zi (s.t. zi ≤ xa) to denote the execution count of ni
with cache accesses being misses. So the overall delay of such a node ni is
Cm · zi +Ch · (xa− zi). Putting the above discussions together, we have the
total execution cost of each basic block:

∀ba : ca = (πahC
h + πamC

m) · xa +
∑
ni∈b∗a

(zi · Cm + (xa − zi) · Ch) (4.9)

Where πah and πam is the number of AH and AM nodes in ba respectively,
and b∗a is the set of nodes in ba that are involved in some γ-set.
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γ-Set Constraints: The total number of misses of nodes in a γ-set re-
garding a loop Ll is bounded by bγ · xc + y, where x is the total number
of executions of nodes in this γ-set and y is the total number of times the
program enters Ll. So we can bound the number of misses incurred by a
γ-set:
∀(S,Ll) s.t. S is a γ-set regarding Ll∑

ni∈S
zi ≤

∑
ej∈entrj

yj +
∑
ni∈S
bxa · γc (4.10)

Where enrtl is the set of entry edges of Ll and yj to denotes how many times
an edge ej ∈ entrl is taken during the whole program execution. Recall that
a node may be contained by multiple γ-sets, so each zi may be involved in
several of the above constraints.

Structure Constraints: Each basic block should have balanced input and
output:

∀ba : xa =
∑

ej∈input(ba)

yj =
∑

ej∈output(ba)

yj (4.11)

Where input(ba) and output(ba) is the set of input edges and output edges
of ba respectively. The start basic block bst only executes once so we have
xst = 1. Each time the program enters the loop, each body basic block
executes for at most Ipbl times, so we have:

∀Ll,∀ba ∈ bodyl : xa ≤ Ipbl ·
∑

ej∈entrl

yj (4.12)

The head basic block may execute one more time to realize that the loop
condition is not satis�ed and thus the program exists the loop, so for each
head basic block xa the loop bound constraint is xa ≤ (Ipbl+1)·

∑
ej∈entrl yj .
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Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate our FIFO policy, we should consider the following two
questions:

• What is the precision of our proposed FIFO analysis?

• How about the predictability comparison between Grund and Reineke's
FIFO and our FIFO analysis?

To evaluate the precision of our FIFO analysis, we compare the estimated
WCET obtained by our FIFO analysis and the measured WCET obtained
by simulation with FIFO caches. To evaluate the predictability comparison
between Grund and Reineke's FIFO analysis and our FIFO analysis, we
compare the estimated WCET obtained by our FIFO analysis and Grund
and Reineke's FIFO must analysis, if the estimated WCET by our FIFO
analysis is better or close to Grund and Reineke's FIFO must analysis, then
it is fair to claim that our FIFO analysis is also a good candidate for FIFO
cache analysis.

5.1 Experiment Setup

In our experiment, we assume the execution delay of each node only di�ers
depending on whether the cache access is a hit or a miss: all instructions
have the same execution delay of 1 cycle, the memory access penalty is 1
cycle upon a cache hit and 10 cycles upon a cache miss. Each instruction is
8 bytes, and each block (cache line) is 16 bytes (i.e., each block contains two
instructions).

The programs used in the experiments are from the Malardalen Real-
Time Benchmark [44] . Some loop bounds cannot be automatically inferred,
which are manually set to be 50. The size of these programs used in our
experiments ranges from several tens to about 4000 lines of C code, or from
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tens to about 8000 assembly instructions compiled by a gcc compiler re-
targeted to the SimpleScaler architecture [38] with -o0 option.

Simulation experiments are conducted with our in-house simulator, which
is driven by the worst-case path information extracted from the solution of
the MILP formulation. Two policy are used for our in-house simulator,
policy one, if a basick block has more than one branches, and each branch
executes the branches in an inter-leaving manner. Policy two, if a loop head
is encountered , we have two choices, either enter the loop or exit the loop,
we can take the exit edge only when the basick block in the loop is exhausted.
The cache con�guration is the same as our FIFO analysis, it ensures the same
instructions to access the cache in our in-house simulator. This approach can
exclude the e�ects of other factors orthogonal to the cache behavior (e.g., the
tightness of loop bounds), by which we can better evaluate the quality of the
cache analysis itself than using traditional full-processor simulations. The
solution of the MILP formulation only restricts how many times a basic block
executes on the worst-case path, which allows the �exibility of arbitrarily
choosing upon branches as long as the execution counts of basic blocks still
comply with the MILP solution. In order to obtain execution paths that
are as close to the worst-case path as possible, our simulator always takes
di�erent branches alternatively which leads to more cache misses.

5.2 Results

Three tables present the test results for the 0.5k cache; all the results con-
tain the simulation and estimation WCET. Table I shows the results with
4-way caches. The simulation of the programs are the measured execution
time(column �SIM WCET �). The estimation WCET (Grund and Reineke's
and our new FIFO analysis) of the programs are present in column �EST
WCET �. We calculate the over-estimation ratio of our and Grund and
Reineke's FIFO analysis are presented in column �Over .Est �. For ex-
ample, the �SIM. WCET �and �EST. WCET �of program bs under Our
FIFO is 3863 and 3953 respectively, then the over-estimation ratio is (3953-
3863)/3863 = 2.33%. Finally, we calculate the excess ratio of our FIFO anal-
ysis over Grund and Reineke's FIFO analysis (column "exc. FIFO"). For
example, the estimated WCET of program bs under our FIFO and Grund
and Reineke's FIFO is 3953 and 12278 respectively, then the excess ratio is
(12278− 3953)/12278 = 67.80%.

From Table I we can see that the WCET estimation with our FIFO anal-
ysis has very good precision: the over-estimation comparing with the simu-
lation WCET is on average 7.39%, but Grund and Reineke's over-estimation
ratio is on average 183.27%. We can also see that the exc.FIFO WCETs
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with our FIFO and Grund and Reineke's FIFO caches are improved dras-
tically, we improved on average about 51.60% WCET bounds for the test
benchmarks.

Then we conduct experiments with 8-way and 16-way caches (with the
same total cache size but di�erent number of cache sets). Table II and
III show the results with 8-way and 16-way caches respectively. The over-
estimation by our FIFO analysis is 6.88% and 4.28% for 8-way and 16-way
caches respectively, and the di�erence between our FIFO and Grund and
Reineke's FIFO analysis is 50.16% and 52.29% which improved the WCET
drastically.

We also found that the over-estimation ratios(7.39% , 6.88%, 4.28%) of
the WCET by our FIFO analysis scales linearly with respect to the number
of ways, this is due to the calculation of miss ratio depend on two factors(the
cache k way and maxi miss distance). As we mentioned in Chapter 3, the
number of misses caused by nodes can bounded by: bγ · xc + y, where
γ = 1/(1 + b(K − 1)/(` − 1)c)c). The control �ow information are consis-
tence after the compile the same program, so the factor y is a constants in
the formula, only γ a�ects the number of miss, but only K and ` e�ect γ,
if the size cache set is enough to install the tags in some loops in program,
the ` also be a constancy in those loops. So K a�ects the number of miss
at this condition only. We can explain the phenomenon that why our FIFO
analysis scales linearly with respect to the number of ways at this condition.
Due to this property, assume that we can increase the K in�nitely, the over-
estimation ratios will close to zero.

We also conducted experiments with various con�gurations: the cache
size is 1K or 2K; the number of ways is 4, 8, 16 or 32 (the number of sets
changes correspondingly, resulting in 12 di�erent con�gurations). These ex-
periments showed that our analysis is even more accurate with a greater
cache size and/or a large number of cache ways; while the quality of Grund
and Reineke's Must analysis is similar under di�erent con�gurations. Our
FIFO analysis uses the analysis results of the same program under LRU to
derive the quantitative guarantee, and thus is as e�cient as the state-of-the-
art LRU cache analysis based on abstract interpretation. The IPET with
our quantitative FIFO analysis is encoded as an MILP problem and uses a
greater number of variables, thus in general takes more time to solve than
the standard ILP formulation in previous LRU analysis. However, experi-
ments showed that our approach also have a good analysis e�ciency. We
solved the MILP formulation by lp solve [45] on a laptop with an Intel Core
i7 CPU (2.7GHZ). The computation for each program takes at most several
seconds.
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                    Table I. Experiment results with 4-way caches 
 

  
SIM EST

WCET WCET Over . Est exc. FIFO
policy

adpcm Our's 3070527 3379452 10.06% 76.74%
Grund's 3070527 14526900 373.11%

bs Our's 3863 3953 2.33% 67.80%
Grund's 3863 12278 217.84%

bsort Our's 309792 312069 0.74% 84.40%
Grund's 309792 2000810 545.86%

crc Our's 243633 250959 3.01% 66.76%
Grund's 243633 754923 209.86%

edn Our's 27480285 43420833 58.01% 26.53%
Grund's 27480285 59096800 115.05%

expint2 Our's 106989 108465 1.38% 64.85%
Grund's 106989 308598 188.44%

fdct Our's 200169 200178 <  0.01% 0
Grund's 200169 200178 <  0.01%

fibcall Our's 2315 2351 1.56% 45.80%
Grund's 2315 4338 87.39%

fir Our's 134960 135887 0.69% 66.18%
Grund's 134960 401819 197.73%

insertsort Our's 258271 258307 0.01% 70.40%
Grund's 258271 872719 237.91%

janne Our's 121985 122057 0.06% 72.34%
Grund's 121985 441341 261.80%

jfdctint Our's 205544 205580 0.02% 4.32%
Grund's 205544 214859 4.53%

matmult Our's 13016215 13823074 6.20% 67.41%
Grund's 13016215 42419600 225.90%

ndes Our's 4369317 4804548 9.96% 29.26%
Grund's 4369317 6791360 55.43%

ns Our's 490834000 490834000 0.00% 71.30%
Grund's 490834000 1715580000 249.52%

prime Our's 8152 8575 5.19% 66.59%
Grund's 8152 25665 214.83%

qsort Our's 8442052 8738430 3.51% 70.71%
Grund's 8442052 29830100 253.35%

qurt Our's 33336 48402 45.19% 22.82%
Grund's 33336 62712 88.12%

select Our's 8854719 8991978 1.55% 69.11%
Grund's 8854719 29107000 228.72%

sqrt Our's 8780 16088 83.23% 25.56%
Grund's 8780 21613 146.16%

statemate Our's 228002 232601 2.02% 0.37%
Grund's 228002 233465 2.40%

ud Our's 26649810 26732997 0.31%
Grund's 26649810 78425700 194.28% 65.91%

avarage: Our's 7.39% 51.60%
Grund's 183.27%
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                    Table II. Experiment results with 8-way caches 
 

  
SIM EST

WCET WCET Over . Est exc. FIFO
policy

adpcm Our's 3158700 3432318 7.97% 76.38%
Grund's 3158700 14529100 3.59971

bs Our's 3863 3953 2.28% 67.80%
Grund's 3863 12278 2.17836

bsort Our's 311556 312141 0.19% 84.40%
Grund's 311556 2000810 5.42199

crc Our's 248529 251823 1.31% 66.64%
Grund's 248529 754923 2.03757

edn Our's 32156649 45711297 29.65% 22.65%
Grund's 32156649 59096800 0.837779

expint2 Our's 106989 108249 1.16% 64.92%
Grund's 106989 308598 1.88439

fdct Our's 200169 200178 <  0.01% 0
Grund's 200169 200178 <  0.01%

fibcall Our's 2315 2351 1.53% 45.80%
Grund's 2315 4338 0.873866

fir Our's 134960 136103 0.84% 66.13%
Grund's 134960 401819 1.97732

insertsort Our's 258271 258307 0.01% 70.40%
Grund's 258271 872719 2.37908

janne Our's 121985 122057 0.06% 72.34%
Grund's 121985 441341 2.61799

jfdctint Our's 205544 205580 0.02% 4.32%
Grund's 205544 214859 0.0453188

matmult Our's 12896236 13400965 3.77% 68.41%
Grund's 12896236 42419600 2.2893

ndes Our's 4471620 4827633 7.37% 28.92%
Grund's 4471620 6791360 0.518769

ns Our's 490834000 490834000 0.00%
Grund's 490834000 1715580000 249.52% 71.30%

prime Our's 8260 8575 3.67% 66.59%
Grund's 8260 25665 2.10714

qsort Our's 8738430 8790490 0.59% 70.53%
Grund's 8738430 29830100 1.41274

qurt Our's 25992 47781 45.60% 23.81%
Grund's 25992 62712 2.77%

select Our's 8854719 8991978 1.53% 69.11%
Grund's 8854719 29107000 229.00%

sqrt Our's 10552 17860 40.92% 17.36%
Grund's 10552 21613 1.04824

statemate Our's 228002 232601 1.98% 0.37%
Grund's 228002 233465 0.0239603

ud Our's 26649810 26732997 0.31% 65.91%
Grund's 26649810 78425700 1.94282

avarage: Our's 6.88% 50.16%
Grund's 169.00%
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                    Table III. Experiment results with 16-way caches 
 

  
SIM EST

WCET WCET Over . Est exc. FIFO
policy

adpcm Our's 2959386 2987277 0.94% 79.44%
Grund's 2959386 14529600 390.97%

bs Our's 3863 3953 2.33% 67.80%
Grund's 3863 12278 217.84%

bsort Our's 311556 312222 0.21% 84.40%
Grund's 311556 2000810 542.20%

crc Our's 248529 252255 1.50% 66.59%
Grund's 248529 754923 203.76%

edn Our's 41002677 50044320 22.05% 15.32%
Grund's 41002677 59096800 44.13%

expint2 Our's 106989 108249 1.18% 64.92%
Grund's 106989 308598 188.44%

fdct Our's 200169 200178 < 0.01% 0
Grund's 200169 200178 < 0.01%

fibcall Our's 2315 2351 1.56% 45.80%
Grund's 2315 4338 87.39%

fir Our's 134960 136103 0.85% 66.13%
Grund's 134960 401819 197.73%

insertsort Our's 258271 258307 0.01% 70.40%
Grund's 258271 872719 237.91%

janne Our's 121985 122057 0.06% 72.34%
Grund's 121985 441341 261.80%

jfdctint Our's 205544 205580 0.02% 4.32%
Grund's 205544 214859 4.53%

matmult Our's 13086775 13426516 2.60% 68.35%
Grund's 13086775 42419600 224.14%

ndes Our's 4606620 4848585 5.25% 28.61%
Grund's 4606620 6791360 47.43%

ns Our's 490834000 490834000 0 71.39%
Grund's 490834000 1715580000 249.52%

prime Our's 8260 8575 3.81% 66.59%
Grund's 8260 25665 210.71%

qsort Our's 8790490 8790490 0 70.53%
Grund's 8790490 29830100 239.35%

qurt Our's 20106 20376 1.34% 67.51%
Grund's 20106 62712 211.91%

select Our's 8854719 8991978 1.55% 69.11%
Grund's 8854719 29107000 228.72%

sqrt Our's 14080 20623 46.47% 4.58%
Grund's 14080 21613 53.50%

statemate Our's 228002 232601 2.02% 0.37%
Grund's 228002 233465 2.40%

ud Our's 26649810 26733033 0.31% 65.91%
Grund's 26649810 78425700 194.28%

avarage: Our's 4.28% 52.29%
Grund's 183.58%
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future works

This thesis presented a quantitative approach for FIFO cache analysis. Un-
like the previous standard cache analysis based on qualitative AH/AM clas-
si�cation, this new approach quantitatively bounds the number of misses
cause by an instruction (set) during the whole program execution. Experi-
ments with benchmark programs showed that the proposed analysis can sig-
ni�cantly improve the WCET estimation accuracy over previous techniques
while still maintain good e�ciency. An important future work is to study
how to integrate the quantitative cache analysis with the analysis of other
components in the processor (e.g., pipeline and memory controller). We also
plan to apply the quantitative analysis approach to the multi-level caches
and another widely used policy PLRU.
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